
My heartiest congratulations to all award
winners of the 14th MIEA National Real
Estate Awards (NREA) both individuals
and firms.  And special awards : PP Eric
Lim Chin Heng on the Lifetime
Achievement Awards and Puan Munirah
Mohammad awarded the Real Estate
Agent of the Year!

KEEP SHINING!

Message From The President

PRESIDENT CHAN AI CHENG

Ai Cheng

AUSPICIOUS AUGUST!

The month of August at MIEA is one of team spirit
and celebrations.

it is amazing how real estate practitioners from
different firms across different ages, races and
culture can come together, play together and
celebrate in each others successes.  This is
testament to the maturity of real estate practitioners
over the years where MIEA's objectives set so many
years ago is coming into fruition.  

No longer can we operate on a solo journey.  The
way forward to thrive in these times is to work
collaboratively, through networking to tap on each
others strength.  We cannot deny that co-agency
accounts for the large majority of closings today, yet
it is by far one of the most daunting aspect of
working together.  Be guided by the Malaysian
Estate Agency Standards - Standard 7 on Co-
Agency.  Respect each other & always think long
term.

Great work Membership, Membership Benefits and
REN Network Committee for bringing back MIEA
Annual Bowling Championship!  Amazing energy
event.  Awesome work NREA Organising Chair,
Committee & Secretariat for the resounding success
of NREA!
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1 August 2022
The Malaysian Insight

PETALING JAYA: Homebuyers are being bogged
down by affordability, the inability to secure loans, job
security, and overall economic instability when it
comes to purchasing a home, The Malaysian Insight
reports.

The Malaysian Institute of Estate Agents (MIEA)
president, Chan Ai Cheng, said these factors are
plaguing the market.
As for rental prices, they have remained stable while
the purchases of new properties have gone up.

“Since there are so many discounts available for first-
time homeowners, they would rather buy new
properties rather than (buy a) subsale (property) so
they can avoid spending on a down payment,” Chan
told The Malaysian Insight.

She said that the trend also shows that purchasing
power has declined, leading to more people renting
instead of buying.

Chan said real estate agents have noticed landlords
are unwilling to renovate their houses or offer tenants
their old furniture.

The cost of repairs to the home is borne by the
owners, therefore reducing rental prices, she said.

HOMEBUYERS are being bogged down by issues
of affordability, the inability to secure loans, job
security and overall economic instability when it
comes to purchasing a home, experts said.

The Malaysian Institute of Estate Agents (MIEA)
president Chan Ai Cheng said these factors are
plaguing the market, but there has been a slight
improvement from last year.

1 August 2022
The Sun Daily

4

https://www.themalaysianinsight.com/index.php/s/393934
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Malaysian Institute of Estate Agents president
Chan Ai Cheng said there should be strict
checks on eligibility at the point of application
and before loan disbursement.

A heavy penalty should also be imposed on
those caught abusing the system and that goes
for those who use “proxies” to purchase
properties meant for the B40 group.

“It is very tempting when projects are located in
strategic areas and at such good prices.
Investors will be tempted to get their hands on
such units but they must (be mindful of) the
purpose of these affordable housing schemes.

“Such properties are not for investors. They are
for first-time home buyers to live in. Some
affordable housing schemes allow for second-
time home buyers as well. This is ideal for those
upgrading from their first affordable housing
unit to a bigger property as their family grows,”
she said.

However, she cautioned that buyers of
affordable houses need to realise that this is
their first home.

“Once they own one, they are no longer first-time
home buyers and as such, they can no longer
purchase another affordable housing unit under
most schemes, or enjoy first-time home buyers
incentives.

“So, they have to make a careful decision when
purchasing a property and an even more careful
decision when selling after the five-year
moratorium.”

Chan said property speculators are usually not in
the secondary market for this category of
properties but are active in strategically located
projects.

She said speculation starts at the point of
purchasing an affordable housing unit where a
proxy is used and the abuse takes place.

18 August 2022
TheSun Daily
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11 July 2022
The Edge Market

Via Google Translate

Homeownership is the dream of every Malaysian,
and real estate agents have found that the rental
market this year is as stable as last year, with no
significant improvement due to a number of factors
that plague homebuyers and the rental market.

Malaysian Real Estate Agents Association (MIEA)
chairman Chan Ai Cheng pointed out that domestic
inflation affects the behaviour of renters and
homebuyers who are plagued by factors such as
affordability, inability to repay loans, job security
and overall economic stability.

She said that due to many uncertainties this year,
renters and homebuyers will think carefully when
deciding to rent and buy real estate, and they will
first ensure that their income is stable before
considering buying real estate or improving the
living environment, such as Find rental properties
with a better environment.

She cited data from PropertyGuru.com.my that in
the first quarter of 2022, the rental price index
increased by 1.22% and 1.96% year-on-year. The
rental index for the first quarter of this year
recorded a quarterly increase of 1.68% and an
annual increase of 1.15%. This reflects an upward
trend in rental properties driven by a marked
increase in demand.

As for the rental demand index, demand from job
seekers increased by 4.62% in the first quarter of
2022. From an annual perspective, this growth is
even more pronounced, with rental demand up a
massive 93.27% year-on-year.

In an interview with Malaysia Insight, she bluntly
said that despite reports of a slight increase in the
rental market, due to uncertainties looming over
the intermediaries, the rental prices in the first half
of this year were as stable as last year, with no
significant rise or fall. , instead, new real estate
transactions have risen.
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“The habit of Malaysians is to buy a home, and under
the many discounts for buying a home, first-time
homebuyers will choose the new home plan rather
than the second-hand market, so second-hand
houses must first prepare a down payment and
decoration fees, compared to Under these
circumstances, the down payment on a new home is
only a fraction of the amount.”

However, she found that people's purchasing power
has declined, and real estate transactions began to
slow at the beginning of this year, and many people
who were not sure about their spending power chose
to continue renting houses.

"Perhaps everyone is under great economic pressure.
In addition to the market sentiment, the rental market
depends on whether the landlord is willing to provide
good living conditions for the tenants."

She further explained that real estate agents have
found that many homeowners are offering old
furniture to tenants to save money, including
reluctance to repair the house and provide new
furniture, which will invisibly reduce rental prices.

"If the owner has finished decorating the house and
prepared new furniture, many tenants will rush to
rent it, but some homeowners don't understand that
they are unwilling to renovate the house in order to
save money, resulting in some houses that are
unattended for 6 months."

As for the commercial leasing market, Chan Ai Cheng
revealed that the leasing of shops is not as active as
after the economic opening, but the market is slow.

She explained that after the outbreak of the epidemic
in the past two years, many businesses began to
think about whether they need to rent an office or
how to save money.

"Many businesses will think about how to save
rent. For example, they used to open 10
branches, but now 5 are enough. They can
work online without needing a larger office
space."

She concluded that the recovery in commercial
leasing was slow and there were many
uncertainties.
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1, 2 & 5 August 2022
The Edge Market
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Chan Ai Cheng

1. Where do we check to see if an agent has been
professionally trained and is a registered real
estate negotiator (REN)? How and where do we
report a registered agent and negotiator about
his/her wrongdoing? What is the procedure?

The link to the website of The Board of Valuers,
Appraisers, Estate Agents and Property Managers
(BOVAEP)  is http://search.lppeh.gov.my. You can
search by firm, real estate agent or real estate
negotiator. Meanwhile, you can channel complaints
directly to the board — do attach evidence, such as
documents and communications — by emailing to
complaint@lppeh.gov.my. The procedure is listed on
https://www.miea.com.my/faq/general-public.

2. You shared that one of the ways to reduce
multiple listings on the same property is to
practise exclusive agent appointments, like
practised in Australia. What are the pros and cons
of doing so in Malaysia? Will that affect the
livelihoods of agents in the industry?

Exclusive agency will certainly improve the practice
of estate agency in Malaysia as it resolves many
gaps in the practice, including multiple agents
fighting for listing, buyers using different agents to
make different offers to the detriment of the seller,
and issues of underpricing the listing price to get
more enquiries.

With exclusive agency, the best agent wins.
Owners should do interviews and shortlist the most
suitable agent. Then, entrust that agent with
marketing the owner’s property and to get the best
price possible within the time frame of the
exclusivity. There is accountability and responsibility
when the sale rests upon the exclusive agent’s
performance. Trust works both ways.

It will improve the livelihood of agents as co-
agency will then be properly managed and
conducted in its best setting. There are really no
cons to exclusive listing, perhaps only if the
owner appoints the “wrong” exclusive agent,
even if it is for only a fixed duration. If the owner
is unhappy after the exclusive period, which is
usually three to six months, he or she can appoint
a new exclusive agent.

3. During an investment in property, is it always
a must to buy MRTA (mortgage reducing term
assurance)/MLTA (mortgage level term
assurance)? Are the bank discounts really lower
versus our own personal MLTA cash value in,
say, 30 years?

Personally, I would strongly encourage insurance,
be it MRTA or MLTA. The difference is the
purpose for which the property is purchased. For
owner-occupiers, MRTA works, as it is more
affordable and it serves its purpose. For
investment property that you plan to sell after five
or 10 years, you can consider MLTA, as the
coverage amount remains the same throughout
the duration of the insurance. The only challenge
with this is tagging that policy to the property and
how much to cover, as the value of the property in
the years ahead is still unknown. For actual
calculations and comparison, an insurance agent
would be the best person to guide you through
this.

Listing
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March 2022 Issue
Smart Investor Magazine

“All signs are pointing towards 2022 being a
recovery year for the property market in Malaysia.
It is predicted to be stable in the first half with
gradual improvement in the second half. While
many are adopting a wait and see approach,
landed properties in the Klang Valley are hitting
new highs each month,” says Chan Ai Cheng,
President of the Malaysian Institute of Estate
Agents.

3 August 2022
BFM The Business Station

To get a temperature check on the property market
and even what to buy, Chan Ai Cheng, President,
Malaysian Institute of Estate Agents helps us give a
perspective on how the demand supply dynamics
are evolving for the property market

Produced by: Moh Heng Ying

Presented by: Philip See, Wong Shou Ning

With the rising cost of building materials and
disruptions in the supply chain, Chan indicates
that this might lead to higher property prices. This
is favourable to property owners as real estate
has historically been viewed as a good hedge
against inflation—when housing prices rise with
inflation, owners will see appreciation.

Besides being a hedge against inflation, if done
right, property investing can get you a substantial
return through passive income and equity gains.
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President Chan Ai Cheng was a
special guest at the Impiana TV
session on Rumah Cantik Lokasi
Strategik under IMPIANA
Sembang Dekor dengan Bank
Islam alongside Sheikh Yusof
(Pemilik Embun Design Studio)

Cik Yam, the Editor of Impiana was
the Host.

The venue was at 38 Bangsar, a
project by UDA Holdings Berhad.





Principal of New Bob Realty (current)
Principal of CBD Properties (past)
Registered Estate Agent (1997)
Regional Claims Manager (Southern Region) of
Uni Asia General Insurance (past)

Diploma in Insurance

Inducted in 2019 as Fellow of MIEA

Member of MIEA since 1999
MIEA Accredited Trainer for NCC
Industry Advisory Panel for Faculty of
Environment Built & Surveying, University
Technology of Malaysia (UTM)
Treasurer Of MIEA Johor (past)
Business Development Head of MIEA Johor
(past)
Public Relation & Bulletin Head of MIEA Johor
(past)

1st Woman Chairperson of MIEA Johor
Charter Secretary of Lions Club of Permas Jaya,
Johor Bahru
Treasurer of Lions Club of Permas Jaya, Johor
Bahru (past)

Travel
Community service & social causes
Culinary & baking
Music

Career

Academic

Recognition

       
Contribution to MIEA

Notable

 
Interests
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Who Is Who At The Helm Of MIEA (2021-2023)
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Name: Susan Tan 
Position: State Branch Chairman of MIEA Johor 
Portfolio: MIEA Johor Branch 

Susan Tan 
MIEA JOHOR CHAIRMAN
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INTERESTING READ - Leasehold Can Convert to Freehold
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SEREMBAN: All house owners in Negri Sembilan
whose properties fall under the leasehold category
can now apply to convert them to freehold, says
Datuk Seri Aminuddin Harun.

The Mentri Besar said as long as they have been
owning the properties before May 9, 2018, they can
submit their applications at the district land office.

This was one of the pledges made by the state
Pakatan Harapan in its manifesto before the last
general election.

"Prior to this, we had only allowed house owners who
lived in a few taman (residential areas) in each district
to apply to convert the status of their property.

"But we are now opening this to all residential
property owners in the state as the respective land
offices will be able to process the applications," he
told reporters after chairing the state exco meeting.

Asked how long it will take the authorities to approve
the applications, Aminuddin said this depended on
whether all documents were in order.

"It may take some time as the state exco will also
have to approve every application," he said.

Below is a link to an article with good
information on Freehold & Leasehold; the
difference; Pros and Cons

Freehold & Leasehold - How to Check

What is the meaning of Freehold
Benefits of Buying a Freehold Property
Cons of Buying a Freehold Property
Usual Misconception About Freehold Property

What is the meaning of Leasehold
Benefits of Buying a Leasehold Property
Cons of Buying a Leasehold Property
Usual Misconception About Leasehold Property
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WWW.MIEA.COM.MY/NCC

Register  Now

20

NCC Ipoh, Perak NCC Kota Kinabalu, Sabah

NCC JB, Johor NCC Kuching, Sarawak

https://www.miea.com.my/ncc
https://www.miea.com.my/ncc
https://www.miea.com.my/ncc
https://www.miea.com.my/ncc
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MIEA was invited alongside other
property players on our thoughts for
plans to be included in the Budget
2023.

MIEA was represented by President
Elect Tan Kian Aun who raised our
views which received support from the
other industry players.

We value YB Timbalan Menteri
Kewangan for his approach for views
from stakeholders.  We look forward to
more engagement with the Ministry of
Finance.
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BOVAEP UPDATES : CDP 2023, Mode Of Study
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CPD - Real Estate Agents & Probationary Estate Agents
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BOVAEP UPDATES : REN TAG RENEWAL

CDP Classes
are ongoing
organised by
BOVAEP for
REN Tag
Renewal 2023
including the
various states. 
 We encourage
all RENs to not
wait till the last
minute and to
make plans to
attend the CDP
classes as early
as possible.  

Do check the
circulars online
at :
https://lppeh.go
v.my/WP2016/l
atest-news/

https://lppeh.gov.my/WP2016/latest-news/
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STATUTORY COMPLIANCE
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https://amlcft.bnm.gov.my/docum
ents/6312201/7183948/DCR+2022+I
nfographic+%28July%29.pdf/fe349
679-85fd-4b23-ff8a-91712d358df7?
t=1657180018759



On 5 April 2018, the new Section 17A of the Malaysian Anti-Corruption Commission Act 2009
(“MACC Act 2009”) was passed which introduces corporate liability on commercial organizations
in Malaysia. 

The introduction of Section 17A of the MACC Act 2009, which takes effect on 1 June 2020,
enables commercial organizations and associated persons to be subjected to legal proceedings
should the person associated with the commercial organization commits corruption offences.

FInd out more on your compliance requirement as a real estate firm.

August 8/2022

MACC

26

Useful info and youtube video on Section17A
by Mah Weng Kwai - MIEA's Legal Advisor. 
 Click on the images to link you to the write up
and video.
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Complete Lampiran_CP107D_1 & Borang
CP107D
Issue cheque to LHDN for the Withholding
Tax
Visit LHDN office to submit original copy
and cheque payment
LHDN will issue payment receipt on the
spot

1.

2.

3.

4.

KUALA LUMPUR (July 9): The Inland Revenue
Board (LHDN) has announced administrative
changes regarding the submission of the 2%
tax deduction by companies making
payments to resident individual agents,
dealers or distributors (ADDs) effective July
2022.

In a statement on Saturday (July 9), the
agency said payees are required to make a
cumulative 2% tax deduction on payments to
ADDs according to the month.

LHDN also said the amount deducted should
be remitted to the director-general of LHDN
latest by the last day of the following month.
The 2% withholding tax for 2022 applies to
ADDs which have received more than
RM100,000 in monetary and/or non-
monetary form in 2021 from the company
making the payments.

LHDN said the company making the
payments must submit Form CP107D — Pin
2/2022 in PDF form and Appendix CP107D(2)
in Excel format via email to the payment
centres before making the payments.

This email submission is compulsory for
payments via payment counters or post.

Form CP107D — Pin 2/2022 and Appendix
CP107D(2) can be accessed and downloaded
from the official HASiL portal via the link here.

Any query or feedback to LHDN can be
submitted through the HASiL Care Line at 03-
8911 1000/603-8911 1100 (overseas), HASiL
Live Chat and the feedback form at LHDN’s
official portal via the link here.
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EXTRACT from the Article :
Key amendments of the Employment Act

The following is a summary of some of the major
amendments to the Act:
1. Maternity leave extension from 60 to 98 days.
 

2. Restrictions on dismissing pregnant employees
The amended Act prohibits companies from firing a
worker who is pregnant or who has a pregnancy-
related sickness unless the worker engaged in
misconduct, willfully violated a condition of the
employment contract, or the company has ceased its
operations.
 

3. The implementation of paternity leave of seven days
 

4. Sexual harassment notice
Employers are obligated to prominently display a
notice to raise awareness of sexual harassment in the
workplace.

When the amendments take effect, the maximum
weekly hours of work demanded of Malaysian
employees would be reduced from 48 to 45.

Will this
affect your

business?
F I N D  O U T  M O R E

EXTRACT from the Article :
Key amendments of the Employment Act

Employees can soon apply for Flexible
Working Arrangements (FWA) with their
respective employers under a new
amendment to the Employment Act 1955.
The amendment was passed by both
houses of Parliament back in March,
received royal accent in April, and will go
into force on 1 September to give workers
an official avenue to apply for FWA.
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STATUTORY COMPLIANCE
MYSST
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Determination of Turnover
Mandatory

Any person providing taxable services
is liable to be registered if –

in the case the total amount of
taxable services is prescribed, the
total amount of taxable services
provided by him in 12 months
exceed threshold and the liability
to be registered is at the following
time whichever is the earlier:

Services Tax 
Group G

The services provided by the service provider
from Group G excludes the said services if
provided in connection with:
goods or land outside Malaysia or where the
subject matter relates to a country outside
Malaysia; or
any statutory fees paid to the government or
statutory body

Rate of tax
Fixed at a rate of 6%.

https://mysst.customs.gov.my/RegisterBussiness

Historical Method;
The total value of taxable goods in
that month and the 11 months
immediately preceding the month;

Future Method;
The total value of taxable goods in
that month and the 11 months
immediately succeeding the month.

In the case no amount of taxable
services is prescribed, the liability
to be registered is on the date of
the commencement of the
business.

Threshold
RM500,000

M A N D A T O R Y
R E G I S T R A T I O N
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HRDF Registration Now Compulsory* For Firms

Who is eligible to register with HRDF?

From 1 March 2021, access to HRDF is
expanded to all industries. Firms with 10 or
more local employees are obligated to register,
while firms with 5 to 9 local employees have the
option to register.

Any employer who is required to register but
has not registered with HRDF could be fined up
to RM10,000 and/or face imprisonment of up to
a year.

Important Note: Employers under the newly-
included industries were originally given an
exemption from HRDF levy for 3 months from 1
March to 31 May 2021. The exemption was
then extended until Jan 2022 (no levy due for
June to Dec 2021 payrolls).

How is the HRDF levy calculated?

HRDF levy for each Malaysian employee =
HRDF Levy% x (Basic Salary + Fixed
Allowances)

Source :
https://help.payrollpanda.my/

Do check out https://hrdcorp.gov.my/ for more information
on requirements, registration and FAQs.

https://hrdcorp.gov.my/expansion-of-psmb-act-2001/
https://lom.agc.gov.my/ilims/upload/portal/akta/outputp/1702270/PUA%20251.pdf
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SELF-EMPLOYMENT SOCIAL SECURITY SCHEME

https://www.perkeso.gov.my/uncategorised/5
1-social-security-protection/818-self-
employment-social-security-scheme.html

CLICK Here 
To Find Out More
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 MIEA Annual Bowling Championship 2022 
Date : 11 August 2022
Time : 5-8pm ( 3 hours )
Theme :  Kemerdekaan 
Location  : Wangsa Bowl @ IOI City Mall Putrajaya

This Event Is Organised By 
MIEA Membership, Membership Benefits & REN Network Committee
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The Results of MIEA Bowling Tournament
Championship 2022

Male Category Winners 

Champion- Ashraf MN Associates 
1st Runner up -  Kelvin Yip Knight Frank
2nd Runner up - Faeiz IQI Realty 

Female Category Winners 

Champion- Nurhuda IQI Realty
1st Runner up - Yan Harta Grid
2nd Runner up - Diana Hebat Realtor

Cheerleader Winners 

Champion- MN Associates 
1st Runner up -  Homefield Real Estate Sdn
Bhd
2nd Runner up - Propnex Malaysia

Champion Overall Winners 

Champion- MH Associates 
1st Runner up - IQI Realty 
2nd Runner up - Knight Frank



MIEA Sabah continues their PR campaign in July to introduce the committee of MIEA Sabah Branch
to Real Estate Praactisioners as well as members of the public through their FB Page.
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MIEA SABAH - PR CAMPAIGN
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MIEA PROJECT MARKETING NETWORKING SESSION

Calling all industrial agents and aspiring industrial
agents.  MIEA Project Marketing Networking have
secured 2 Industrial projects under this platform and will
be unveiling to members on

Date: 10 September 2022, Saturday
Time: 9.30 - 11.30 am 
Venue : MIEA Training Centre, Dataran 3 Two, Petaling
Jaya, Selangor

Do confirm your attendance by RSVP to
secretariat@miea.com.my 
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MIEA PERAK - MERDEKA TRAIL @ BUKIT BANGKONG
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MIEA Perak organised an event on Merdeka Day
themed "MERDEKA TRAIL @ BUKIT
BANGKONG" from 6.30 am - 930 am on 31
August 2022.

It was a fantastic time of fellowship amongst
members.  Well Done MIEA Perak Chairman
Noorzamani and his committee for a successful
event.  Good Job!
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SHEDA Annual Dinner
6 August 2022

SHEDA extended their invitation to MIEA as their
Guest for the SHEDA Annual Dinner & Excellence
Awards 2022 at Borneo Convention Centre Kuching. 
 MIEA Sarawak Chairman Victor Wong represented
President Chan Ai Cheng at the Dinner.

Nancy Suvarnamani, National
Association of Realtors (NAR)
USA Presidents Liaison to
Malaysia and Thailand visits
MIEA on Friday, 19 August 2022.

It was a good time of sharing,
insights on the practise of estate
agency in the United States.

On another note, under a different
banner, MIEA Sarawak Immediate Past
Chairman was the Organising
Chairman of the SHEDA Annual Dinner
2022.  Well Done Dato Alex Ting!



S E E  Y O U  A T

20 August 2022, Saturday
Le Méridien Petaling Jaya

2022
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NATIONAL REAL ESTATE AWARDS - NREA 2022
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MIEA held its 14th National Real Estate Awards
on Saturday, 20 August 2022 at the Le Meridien
Petaling Jaya.

Y Brs Sr Abdul Razak Bin Yusak, DG of JPPH &
President of BOVAEP was our Chief Guest.

It was yet another record breaking year in terms
of award submissions, awards winners and
largest number of table sales!  Heartiest
congratulations to the Organising Chairman BOD
Aldrin Tan, Organising Committee, REN Network
Committee and the amazing secretariat team
(CEO PP Soma Sundram, Wai Ling & Afina).  Not
forgetting the support from President Chan Ai
Cheng and the Board of Directors and all
volunteers.

Special thanks again to our Sponsors &
Distinguished Judges.

It was a night filled with positivity and
success energy!  There is no greater
recognition of success than that from your
peers!  At the NREA, success is celebrated
across races, location, faith and firms.  Its one
night where we all cease to be competitors to
celebrate in the achievements of our fellow
practitioners.

A not to be missed event!
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NREA

16 MIEA Million Dollar Achievers!
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MIEA BOARD OF DIRECTORS

JOSHUA LIM, MASTER OF CEREMONY

BALLROOM

NREA 2022 TROPHIES

UMAR AIMAN, ANNOUNCING 2022 MMDA

BRIEFING TO CHIEF GUEST

COCKTAIL SESSION
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MIEA BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Sr ABDUL RAZAK

BING CHER

MIEA FELLOWS 2022

NAKASUTRA

XUEFENG MASK KING

MAIN TABLE

DR JULIAN LEE
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STATE REN AWARDEES

STATE FIRM AWARDEES

SALE OF THE YEAR AWARDEES

REAL ESTATE AGENT OF THE YEAR

NATIONAL REN AWARDEES

NATIONAL FIRM AWARDEES
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http://www.dailyexpress.com.my/news/198118/sabah-
realtors-raise-malaysia-property-sales/
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PETALING JAYA: The 14th edition of the
Malaysian Institute of Estate Agents (MIEA)
National Real Estate Awards recognised 60 top-
achieving real estate practitioners and firms
during its gala dinner over the weekend.

Held at Le Meridien, Petaling Jaya, the event was
graced by Board of Valuers, Appraisers, Estate
Agents and Property Managers (BOVEAP)
president Abdul Razak Yusak, who is also the
Ministry of Finance's Valuation and Property
Services Department director-general.

The awards saw a record number of 107
submissions received for 23 categories despite
the challenging times. A record number of 16
agents received the MIEA Million Dollar Achievers
(MMDA) Award pins, the largest number ever
conferred in a single award ceremony for
achieving RM1 million in professional fees earned
in 2021 with a cumulated fee earning of
RM24,523,000 amongst recipients.

“This goes to prove that building a career in real
estate is rewarding and satisfying,” said Norfaizah
Abdul Aziz, one of the recipients of the MMDA
award when asked about receiving the
recognition.

The NREA, which debuted in 2009, has grown
to be recognised as one of the nation’s
foremost awards for the real estate services
sector. The award recognises the top individual
achievers and the top firms in the country. 

This year, three new categories were
introduced - Residential Sale of The Year,
Commercial Sale of The Year and Industrial
Sale of The Year.

"It is important that we, through our
independent judges, have maintained very
strict standards in verifying the facts, sales
concluded and collection of the fees. In doing
so, we have created trust in the NREA Brand,
which has resulted in the growing interest by
firms and practitioners to participate and to be
recognised. 

"Real Estate practitioners are seen in the eyes
of the public as brokers and earning
commissions, but a lot goes into the making of
both Real Estate Agents who are registered
and Real Estate Negotiators who are certified
by BOVEAP. It is a profession recognised by
the government and the public is encouraged
to engage their services to be protected,” said
MIEA president Chan Ai Cheng.

“The NREA awards are our way to provide
recognition to a growing profession and give
dignity to the work they do and to be
appreciated for their level of service and
commitment to their clients. We hope the
public at large will take into consideration the
good work of these agents and seek their
services," added organising chairman Aldrin
Tan.
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As the organiser of the NREA Brand, MIEA is the
accredited body representing all Registered Estate
Practitioners in the country. Pioneered in 1977, the
objective of MIEA is to encourage, elevate and
maintain a high level of professionalism amongst
real estate practitioners. 

MIEA is playing an important role in providing
education, training and helping its members to
practise with Integrity and helping their clients by
building trust. 

KUCHING (Aug 27): Sarawak-based real estate
company Kozin Real Estate Sdn Bhd and Emily Loo
Tuan Kiaw from Affluence Properties won five
awards at the 14th National Real Estate Awards
(NREA) held on Aug 20.

2022





Documents to be obtained from the clients for loan applications
How to use our GetBanker app- a mobile app that matches prospective property buyers with
the bank’s team of mortgage specialists
How to quote valuation for the property.

Foreigner financing, what is the margin of financing for borrower with MM2H (Malaysia My
Second Home), with and without working permit in Malaysia
Commercial property financing
DSR eligibility & margin financing
End-Financing requirement
Customer’s eligibility in terms of Debt serving ratio (DSR) & margin of financing
What additional documents require if DSR does not comply
How to quote valuation for the property

UOB Malaysia (UOBM)’s mortgage sales teams have been actively participating in MIEA
sessions. Among the MIEA programs held are Negotiators Certification Course (NCC), Real
Estate Negotiator (REN) Network (networking session with RENs) including briefing
sessions nationwide for agents and agencies. They are also good platforms for our
mortgage sales teams to improve themselves and keep up with the changing trends
particularly current property market, trends, regulations and more.

New agents, in particular, were able to learn the process of loan applications including:

1.
2.

3.

Meanwhile, other key takeaways from MIEA programmes include:

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

As the industry grows in stature and importance, the need to uphold professionalism,
integrity and being trustworthy is important. Alongside with MIEA, we are able to evolve and
streamline the level of professionalism of our mortgage sales teams where they are instilled
with a strong sense of responsibility and ethics that would ultimately benefit the public.
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Photo caption: Our teams attending the MIEA events nationwide in June 2022 

Our commitment via digital tools continues with the UOB GetBanker app and our innovative
mortgage calculator UOB Intelligent Mortgage Calculators.  

GetBanker app - a mobile app that matches prospective property buyers with the bank’s
team of mortgage specialists. To download the GetBanker app, scan the QR codes below.

For Google Play For App Store
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Intelligent Mortgage Calculators - a creative user-friendly mortgage calculator that supports
properties buyers with all the pertinent information required in evaluating how their finances
can play a pivotal role. Beneficially, it assists them in owning their properties faster at lower
costs. 

Get familiar and start your Mortgage Conversations today. Scan the QR code to explore
more about the Intelligent Mortgage Calculator.  

We look forward to continue serving our customers better. Contact our team below for more
information on how we can serve you.

Key Contact Persons:
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